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PRE-TOURNAMENT INTERVIEW  
October 2, 2019      
 
SUNG HYUN PARK 
 
 
MODERATOR:  Welcome inside the Volunteers of America Classic media center.  To my 
left right here is the Rolex Rankings No. 2 and defending champion of this event, Sung Hyun 
Park.   
 
Sung Hyun, you've had a busy couple of weeks recently.  How has that been going for you 
jumping from Korea to Indianapolis?   
 
SUNG HYUN PARK:  So yeah, I've had a couple busy weeks, but I've had fun at the 
Legends Match in Korea and then last week came back to the States and played in Indy.  
I've been jet lagged for three, four days so that's been a little tiring.  A little sad that the game 
didn't go as planned last week.   
 
MODERATOR:  So this is a unique situation for you because you were defending last week 
and now you're defending again.  I know you said some people like to say -- they ask you 
did you win back-to-back weeks last year.  What is that like for you coming from one event to 
defend right away, right afterwards?    
 
SUNG HYUN PARK:  So being the defending champion back to back definitely puts a lot of 
pressure on me.  Last week I was under a little pressure and this week as well.  The weather 
was really bad last year and we were only able to play two rounds, but the weather this year 
seems a lot better and I look forward to this week's tournament.   
 
MODERATOR:  What is it like kind of dealing with the pressure of back-to-back events?  
How do you stay focused and what's your motivation going into this year's event?  
 
SUNG HYUN PARK:  So even back in Korea when I was defending champion, I've never 
been able to defend that title, so it is definitely a little goal of mine to be able to win back to 
back.  It is my last chance this year to defend my title and I do aim to win, but I do definitely 
know that it's difficult to win two years in a row and I think that those who have in the past 
have done great.  This week I would like to focus on my game. 
 
MODERATOR:  What is the strategy with the better weather conditions this year?  What is 
your strategy here at the Old American Golf Course? 
 
SUNG HYUN PARK:  So last year was pretty difficult with the weather and it's also different 
from last year.  Having played in May and playing in October, the grass conditions and the 
course conditions are definitely more different.  But I do definitely like this course and I think 
I fit well into it.  Each hole is unique, and there's a lot of wind here as well, so that would be 
difficult, but I expect it to be a lot of fun as well. 
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MODERATOR:  And this is the last U.S. domestic event before the Asia swing and then 
coming back for CME in November.  Is CME on your mind at all as you kind of look at the 
Race to the CME Globe standings?  
 
SUNG HYUN PARK:  So each CME tournament I look forward to and it's the last U.S. event 
after the Asian swing, the season, and a lot of people look forward to it as well with the prize 
money being so big.  I think I've played pretty solid the last CME tournaments and I do 
definitely want to play well this year since there are not many tournaments left.  And not 
playing the week before it, I would like to go early and prepare myself. 
 
MODERATOR:  We'll open it up to questions if anyone has any. 
 
Q.  I seem to recall you discovered something on the driving range last year, 
something about your game that really propelled you to the win and then after that 
obviously your career's really taken off.  Can you talk about the confidence gained 
from last year? 
 
SUNG HYUN PARK:  So last year right before this tournament I did have a one-week rest 
and I did say in my interview that during the week rest I had a lot of practice and felt good 
about the tournament coming in and then won.  Last week, right after Indy I did have some 
time to practice during the weekend and found what I've been doing well and I've been doing 
wrong.  So it is pretty cool that you asked me this question and I hope that everything goes 
well this week. 
 
MODERATOR:  You've already won twice this year already.  Is a third win a goal for you by 
the end of the year? 
 
SUNG HYUN PARK:  Of course, yes.  There's only three more LPGA events left for me this 
season and I think they're all going to be very important and I'm definitely eager to win 
another trophy, my third this year, and I look forward to this week. 
 
Q.  You talked about the course being different.  Can you go into that in a little more 
detail about in your shot -- it's really a shotmaker's course.  Does that suit you?  
Obviously it did last year, but with the difference with the wind and everything, does 
that suit you here? 
 
SUNG HYUN PARK:  Yes, so I think this course suits me very well.  I like it.  It 's definitely 
not short and it's definitely not easy.  Each hole is challenging and there's also definitely a lot 
of hazards around.  The green is also very difficult and I'll try to remember what I did last 
year to play well this year.  
 
MODERATOR:  All right.  Is that everything?  I think we're good.  Thank you so much for 
coming in and good luck this week.    
  


